Life is a window of vulnerability. It seems a mistake to close it.
— Donna Haraway, “The Biopolitics of Postmodern Bodies”

How do we contain viral disease? This question seems to obsess us of late. Not yet ten years into the third millennium the world has already weathered a bevy of actual or feared viral epidemics: HIV/AIDS, sudden acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI), and now a novel influenza A: H1N1 (also known as “swine flu,” or “Mexico flu,” as it was identified in Israel since, as Israel’s deputy health minister, Yakov Litzman, declared, “pigs are not kosher”). While these contagious matters have received considered and considerable attention, the biomedically oriented responses that they have provoked also raise a few important conceptual questions about what we mean when we reflect on how to “contain” them. Despite manifesting genuine concern for the health and well-being of the world’s human populations—although perhaps not so much for the birds and pigs with whom we consort—these bioscientifically inflected reactions incorporate a paradox that subtends their control fantasies: the reason we (i.e., humans) want to contain such diseases is precisely because we (i.e., living organisms) already contain them.

However, this overt paradox also indexes yet another, perhaps more insidious contradiction, that of the “we” itself. Indeed, the politics of viral containment relentlessly plays upon the contingency of the human “we.” It conceptually and materially confounds our understanding both...
of how individuals constitute our collectives and of how we exclude other collectivities that might not belong to them—whether these “others” are other individuals, other populations, other humans, other species, or other non-vital entities, such as viruses. In other words, the politics of viral containment foregrounds the tensions that cut across our biopolitical parsings of the world insofar as they inscribe within themselves, and inscribe themselves within, the biological and political phenomena that we construe as epidemic disease. Since the end of the eighteenth century, political and medical responses to epidemics have been informed by, and conversely have informed, the economic assumptions of industrial capitalism. The official “costs” of epidemics are figured primarily in terms of the monetary “value” by which they diminish general productivity rather than the qualitative experiences of suffering and loss they engender. (Mortality and morbidity statistics weigh on the quantitative side, since they refer to populations as abstract aggregates and not to illness as a transformative embodied event.) Even the rudimentary distinction between epidemics and epizootics—that is, between illness patterns that afflict humans as opposed to those that afflict all other types of animals—assumes simultaneously that the kind of life that humans incorporate essentially differs from all other living beings (the zoe in epizootics) and that what makes human life special is the political character which qualifies it as “human” in the first place (the demos in epidemic).\(^2\) Following from this etymological distinction, we apprehend that an epidemic becomes an epidemic if and only if its effects traverse the thresholds of the political; otherwise, it is just illness.

Yet our contemporary understanding of epidemic also carries with it another geopolitical implication: that epidemics spread through space and time. Throughout most of its twenty-five-hundred–year existence—from ancient Greece, which gave us the word as well as the concept, to Europe in the mid-nineteenth century, when cholera’s transit “from India” recast the epidemic as a full-scale “invasion”—epidemic referred primarily to a collection of symptoms occurring at a given place over a given period.\(^3\) For more than two millennia, epidemics, in the prevailing Hippocratic sense, referred to temporal and spatial concatenations of somatic disturbances that were episodic: they appeared “upon the people” (the most literal translation of epidemic), often in conjunction with seasonal or environmental changes. Even if they seemed to move from one place to another—which is what made “the plague” a plague, for example—they did not travel from afar, and they did not endure.

Today epidemic signifies much more broadly. Though we frequently use the term metaphorically—speaking of epidemics of obesity, of drugs, of financial and political corruption—since the mid-nineteenth century, epidemics have primarily connotated biopolitical phenomena that collapse time and space, rendering seemingly stable geopolitical and biological dis-
tinctions tenuous, if not moot. Hence, in addition to their material effects, epidemics constitute what geographers call “scalar narratives,” stories that temporally bind up different ways of construing space. If we consider epidemics as concatenations of biopolitical events that occur within space-time, then their scalar articulations inform our sense of what causes them, what they are, and how they affect different people in different ways; furthermore, they do so by making these implications seem “natural.”

Using their biological connotations as an alibi (literally an “elsewhere,” an other space), epidemics enfold their economic, political, technological, and bioscientific significance within themselves and “jump scales,” to use Neil Smith’s phrase, by jumping among discourses (molecular, genetic, epidemiological, sociological, economic, meteorological, agro-nomic, etc.). Concomitantly, because they compose narratives, these spatial and discursive dynamics assume temporal shapes that articulate relations of coordination and subordination among them, thereby serving as quasi-natural explanations for them. From this perspective, epidemics appear to “take place” naturally—that is, their occurrence constitutes a temporal mode of emplacement which seems beyond or outside human agency. However, if we actually begin to appreciate this quasi-natural appearance as appearance, epidemics can also remind us that the ways in which we emplot ourselves in the world, both spatially and temporally, are in fact fictions—in the strong, fabricating sense of the term.

1. Particularity; or, How Viruses Come to Matter

The epidemic emplotments that seem to concern us most these days are viral. Indeed, these viral narratives challenge us precisely because they seem to revise, or “rewrite,” the ways we like to make sense of ourselves as agents in the world. For example, in her official statement declaring the start of the 2009 influenza A pandemic, Dr. Margaret Chan, director-general of the World Health Organization, averred: “The virus writes the rules and this one, like all influenza viruses, can change the rules without rhyme or reason, at any time.” According to Chan’s declaration, viruses appear as authors, as agents; they govern us, they rule, they reign; they are fickle, whimsical, unreasonable, inconstant; they veer from one place to another; they shift shapes. Like all vulnerable subjects, we rightfully fear such capricious sovereigns because we cannot predict their behaviors toward us. Thus we make up stories about them in order to encompass their peculiarities. According to these narratives, viruses are peculiar kinds of beings in part because they are “particular.”

The etymology of particular gives some sense of the complex questions that viral ontology enfolds: Particulars are not universals; they are odd, bizarre, and still familiar; they are individuals and yet they are parts;
they are partial—in all possible senses. Moreover, if viruses are particular, it is partly because they are particles. Their particular and particulate nature straddles the cusp of “life itself,” confusing the very notion of what living means. Indeed, their indeterminate animate/inanimate existence bespeaks a curious historical process that disturbs much evolutionary thinking: which came first, the virus or its host? For the truly particular thing about viruses, what makes them actually and not just figuratively partial, is that viruses cannot reproduce themselves by themselves. Hence, when we refer to viruses circulating in the world, as Chan did in declaring the opening of the 2009 influenza A pandemic, we really speak about products of living organisms which now exceed those vital contexts, having become free from them—sometimes by killing them—to circulate among one and all.

Following contemporary scientific definitions (the current fictions that science uses to produce its facts), viruses exist only insofar as they have successfully spurred a cellular organism to commit some of its own resources and processes to producing more “copies” of the “original.” Technically speaking, virus describes a small quantity of genetic material, either RNA or DNA (which can appear in single or double strands), enclosed within a protein coat, and sometimes surrounded by a lipid envelope. Viruses appear to exist everywhere on Earth and may in fact constitute “the most abundant biological entities on the planet.” Furthermore, they do not by and large trouble us. As Luis Villarreal writes: “Most known viruses are persistent and innocuous, not pathogenic. They take up residence in cells, where they may remain dormant for long periods or take advantage of the cells’ replication apparatus to reproduce at a slow and steady rate.” As for the viruses we don’t know about—which are legion—well, we just don’t know. The omnipresence of viruses, coupled with their general inoffensiveness and their minuscule scale, makes them easy to overlook. They exist almost like genetic background radiation, not very interesting until you begin to focus on it—in which case you might discover that it retains an echo of the Big Bang.

Not much is certain about the role viruses play in the evolutionary scheme of things, though theories abound. What we do know suggests that, as Villarreal puts it, “Viruses matter to life. They are the constantly changing boundary between the worlds of biology and biochemistry.” As the shifting border between these domains, viruses necessarily belong to both. They are what Donna Haraway would call “tricksters,” which is another way of saying they might in fact be “transboundary in nature.” Given their amazing alchemical abilities, viruses seem to perform as mix-masters of the evolutionary dance, sampling, combining, and remastering genetic records in significant if little understood ways: “Viruses not only move genetic material from one organism to another but from one
ecosystem to another. . . . [V]iruses can move throughout the world and contribute to a global genetic pool.” Furthermore, because viruses must participate in the cellular processes of organisms in order to replicate, their existence testifies to the partiality of definitions that localize life within bounded membranes and against the world (as immunological theories usually suppose).

Many conjectures about how viruses function in the web of life focus on their capacity to link cellular organisms containing distinct genomes by “invading” or “infecting” them. In so doing, viruses modify organisms by commingling bits of viral genomes within them. This promiscuous capacity leads some researchers to hypothesize that cellular evolution depends on viral evolution such that “we” would not even be without “them.” Despite this possible ontological and biological dependence, humans still largely retain the prejudice that we, and not they, rule the roost. Their particularity merely seems to butt up against our individuality from time to time — each time we get a cold, for example. For no matter why they are here or what they ultimately do, what mostly interests us (humans) about viruses — at least as far as our current factive fictions allow us to appreciate them — is that when some of them replicate in our cells they catalyze deleterious biological and biochemical effects (a rather partial concern, to be sure).

This virulence that we associate with certain viral particles primarily focuses our attention on viruses as infectious agents. Indeed, that is how we came to know about them in the first place. The effects that viruses provoke in humans, animals, and ecosystems have persisted probably as long as there have been humans, animals, and ecosystems — or possibly even before. Yet until the very end of the nineteenth century the existence of viruses qua viruses was unimaginable. Before then, virus referred ambiguously either “to a substance produced in the body by a disease . . . [or to] any agent causing an infectious disease.” However, over the last decades of the nineteenth century, the “germ theory of disease” refocused this indeterminate meaning of virus when it introduced the “microbe” into the world as a new biological and political actor. As bacteria were increasingly seen to cause many of the infectious diseases afflicting humans, especially epidemic diseases, the generic sense of virus ceded some of its significance to them. Later, after it became technically possible to filter bacteria out of solutions known to transmit infections, bioscientists concluded that even smaller disease-precipitating entities probably existed, despite their having only indirect evidence for them.

Throughout the next several decades, these “filterable viruses” provoked intense philosophical and experimental speculation, culminating in 1939 when the Tomato Mosaic Virus was visualized using an electron microscope, thereby confirming the particulate existence of the virus as “a virus.” Subsequently, virology — like the viruses which define its nominal
subjects—has continued to evince its transboundary nature, bringing
together physics, physical chemistry, biochemistry, biophysics, cytology,
genetics, epigenetics, metagenomics, proteomics, immunology, epidemi-
ology, and veterinary science, among others. During the twentieth century,
virology contributed to many discoveries that heralded modern medicine’s
(supposed) triumph over the deadly forces of infectious disease, the develop-
ment of a polio vaccine and the elimination of smallpox constituting
two such celebrated events. Although the appearance of unforeseen viral
infections like HIV/AIDS or the recrudescence of old ones like the novel
H1N1 influenza A might seem to belie its putative promise, virology con-
tinues to catalyze intense rumination on fundamental biological processes.
In the wake of the research imperatives precipitated by HIV/AIDS and of
the current focus on emerging viral epidemics more generally, the study
of viruses remains at the forefront of biotheoretical inquiry.

Today, scientists uncontentiously declare viruses to be “obligate
parasites.” Here is an example of a typical bioscientific characterization:

Viruses are small, obligatory-intracellular parasites that contain either DNA
or RNA as their genetic material. They depend entirely on host cells to
replicate their genomes and produce infectious progeny. Viral penetration
into the host cell is followed by genome uncoating, genome expression and
replication, assembly of new virions and their egress. . . . Viruses are known
to manipulate cells to facilitate their replication cycle.27

Although this description simply seems to report what science “knows”
about viruses, it nonetheless raises a few questions about the terms in
which this knowing appears. For, as we will see in a moment, if viruses
entirely depend on (or are “obligated to”) cells, why do they constit-
tute “parasites”? And moreover, even if they are parasites, how did they
become parasites even before they were “viruses”? While it now seems
quite natural to consider infectious diseases in terms of host/parasite rela-
tions, in fact this model only emerged as a corollary of the germ theory of
disease. Until the 1870s, the study of parasites focused almost exclusively
on organisms like leeches and worms, and there was little attraction in
a general theory of parasitism.28 Only when the newly visualizable, and
hence recognizable, entities called “bacteria” began to interest scientists
as possible causes for infectious disease did it occur to them that parasit-
ism might serve as a universal explanation.

Robert Koch’s etiology of anthrax (1876) probably provides the
initial example of a microbe construed as a disease-causing “parasite.”29
In order to explain how the newly identified *Bacillus anthracis* correlated
with, or “caused,” anthrax in ruminants—a correlation for which he could
provide no specific mechanism—Koch metaphorically leaned on the host/
parasite relation to resolve this causality deficit. In his subsequent, much-
heralded identification of cholera’s “comma bacillus” (1884), he adapted this same metaphor to the study of cholera (an epidemic which had already long since been imagined as a foreign “invasion”) and then metonymically termed the “parasitic” cholera bacterium itself an “invader.” In so doing, he elided the difference between “parasite” and “invader,” constituting them as two sides of the same coin.30 Not coincidentally, this association arose in a text that explicitly took as its point of departure the “struggle against epidemics” and indeed in the very text in which Koch introduced his famous “postulates” for establishing disease causality. With this implicit scalar connection, Koch articulated cholera bacteria and cholera epidemics as belonging to the same narrative. He thereby inoculated his metaphoric equivalence between parasite and invader (or alternately, “enemy”) into an enduring bio-logic of epidemic containment which continues to underwrite contemporary biomedical rationales. Despite the fact that Koch did not bother to motivate the logic underlying the associations he invoked nor to explain conclusively how parasitism, disease, and epidemics might coincide, the notion flourished and—I am loath to say—became highly infectious.

In the early 1880s, Louis Pasteur fleshed out Koch’s initial parasitic intimations, providing some important missing details. Drawing on a well-known analogy (derived from humoral medicine) between fermentation and disease, as well as on his own work concerning fermentation in wine and beer, Pasteur surmised that microorganisms cause infectious disease just as yeast “causes” fermentation. Presuming that a biotic agent must catalyze the chemical changes which transform organic matter from one qualitative state to another, Pasteur reasoned that the biochemical transformations known as disease must also require a biotic agent.31 Hence, in Pasteur’s bio-logic, the living “germ” that converts smashed grapes into vintage wine provides the analogue for the deadly “germ” that transforms living bodies into putrefying corpses.32 Moreover, he inferred, since during their own metabolic processes these germs consume the matter of the milieu in which they live, diseases must arise because the parasitic microbes deplete nutrients essential to the host organism’s vitality. While this idea revises and recapitulates an earlier notion of disease causality found in humoral medicine, it also imports the biopolitical assumption derived from Pasteur’s friend and mentor Claude Bernard, who introduced the seminal idea that an organism’s milieu intérieur constitutes its “proper” milieu (literally, its “own” milieu and, conversely, that which it owns).33 In depriving the host of its own proper and essential material, the parasitic microbe thus “naturally” violates liberalism’s most sacred precept (i.e., that one owns one’s body as one’s property).34 Disregarding the body’s propriety by purloining its essential property—like the bad guest that violates its host, as we will consider below—the germ materially
p perturbs the quasi-natural basis for liberal personhood (i.e., “the body” defines a “natural” metonym for the person). Hence, insofar as it comes to represent the “virulent agent” of epidemic-causing infectious diseases, which themselves necessarily enfold the biological within the political, the “microscopic parasite” not only biologically but also politically threatens the organism’s “economy.” As Pasteur exclaimed: “The truly real novelty of the preceding observations, the novelty which provides much to reflect on about the nature of viruses [la nature des virus], is that here it is a question of an illness whose virulent agent is a microscopic parasite, a living being, which can be cultivated outside the economy.”

The Paradoxical Parasite; or, The Antinomies of Viral Life

Historically speaking, then, viruses were parasites before they were viruses. Or, to put it slightly less anachronistically, by the time science declared that viruses exist and foment disease, parasitism already dominated the explanatory field. Yet even though we have now largely forgotten it, parasitism does not in fact represent a “natural” relationship, since the host/parasite relation derives from political theories dating back to ancient Rome. Only in the eighteenth century did it begin to be applied metaphorically to the biological domain. Moreover, the relation of host and parasite necessarily depends on the complicated notion of “host” itself. The Latin eponym for host, hospes, means guest, host, and stranger; it therefore constitutes an antithetical word, a word that means both one thing and its opposite. Thus, in the terms used in this essay, “host” actually contains a paradox (and, reciprocally, then so does parasite—but more on that in a moment).

The incomparable linguist Emile Benveniste has argued that the tension internal to host reveals itself in the word’s historical trajectory. He holds that host derives from two roots. One connotes “master of the house” (in a male-gendered sort of way), which then evolved into a notion of mastery of one’s self—a development that testifies to a specific political situation: “There must be a circle of persons subordinated to a central personage who assumes the personality and complete identity of the group to such an extent that he is its summation: in his own person he is its incarnation.” The other root stems from a word meaning “stranger,” but in a very specific sense:

A hostis is not a stranger in general... hostis is “the stranger in so far as he is recognized as enjoying equal rights to those of Roman citizens.” This recognition of rights implies a certain reciprocity and supposes an agreement or compact. Not all non-Romans are called hostis. A bond of equality and reciprocity is established between this particular stranger and the citizen of Rome, a fact which may lead to a precise notion of hospitality. From this
point of view *hostis* will signify “he who stands in a compensatory relationship” and this is precisely the foundation of the institution of hospitality.  

The idea of “host” fuses two disparate kinds of relations: Host as the container of all the particulars, their political and religious incarnations (hence the Christian meaning of *host* as holy toast), and, conversely, host as the one who enters into relations of reciprocity, or gift giving, with the other, thereby evincing hospitality rather than hostility. “Host” then encompasses both a self-relation that totalizes the particularities of a multiplicity (as the father does the patriarchal household or Christ does the Church) and a relation to that which exists outside the self but to which one cannot not enter into relation without negating oneself. From this confluence, the logic of hospitality implies that the good other is the “guest” who reaffirms the host’s property in himself and as his “self,” while the bad other is the “parasite” who abuses this propriety—this “proper” relation of the self to itself—and who thus quickly evolves into the “enemy.”

The paradox of the parasite has incited at least two important philosophical responses that bear on the question of viral containment. The first from Jacques Derrida:

> It should be remembered that the parasite is by definition never simply external, never something that can be simply excluded from or kept outside of the body “proper,” shut out from the familial table or house. Parasitism takes place when the parasite (called thus by the owner, jealously defending his own *oikos*) comes to live off the life of the body in which it resides—and when reciprocally, the host incorporates the parasite to an extent, willy nilly offering it hospitality: providing it with a place. The parasite then “takes place.” And at bottom whatever violently “takes place” or occupies a site is always *something* of a parasite.

In Derrida’s gloss, the parasite disturbs the promise of the proper, the bounded, the inside as opposed to the outside. It calls for the host to defend the *oikos*, his vital economy. An abusive guest, the parasite is undesirable precisely insofar as what the host most desires is clarity of borders, a certain distinction between boundedness and unboundedness (the very one that viral infection threatens to disrupt). What the parasite reveals is that the “life of the body” also belongs to life in general, which is why the parasite can eat both with us (as guest, as commensal) and from us (the literal meaning of *parasite*). In so doing, the parasite confronts us with the fact that life does not properly “take place” within a proper body.

Consequently, the parasite reveals that “the body” itself does not exist as a proper and proprietary given—that is, as a natural fact—but rather incorporates a scalar narrative, a fiction, that emplots us within what we
call “a life” by emplotting us within “it.” What we name as the body situates us within a life story that binds up space and time, suturing us to our “selves” as the jealous proprietors of our much coveted vital property. The parasite therefore addresses us as “an enemy” only insofar as we identify the body and identify with the body as the essential psychological/political/biological metonymy for our life. By perturbing this putatively natural metonymy, parasites reveal the underlying paradox of modern political ontology—which perhaps explains in part why viral epidemics seem to trouble us biologically, politically, economically, and psychologically.

Michel Serres extends the paradox of the parasite even further: “The parasitic relation is intersubjective. It is the atomic form of our relations. Let us try to face it head on, like death, like the sun. We are all attacked, together. . . . We parasite each other and live amidst parasites. Which is more or less a way of saying they constitute our environment.” In his fascinating monograph, Parasite, Serres meditates on this eponymous figure in order to undo the bio-logics that underwrite Western political ontology. By figuring the parasitic relation as universal, as the “atomic form of our relations,” Serres displaces the atomized individual from the center of both our biological and political schemas—or even more significantly, he illustrates that the former does not “naturally” imply the latter. His insistence that “we parasite each other,” or indeed that “man is the universal parasite,” displaces the hierarchy of value which host/parasite implies in part because the parasite provokes a paradox: “This is the paradox of the parasite. It is very simple but has great import. It is necessary for the relation and ineluctable by the overturning of the force that tries to exclude it. But this relation is nonrelation. The parasite is being and nonbeing at the same time.” For Serres, the parasite’s universality belies the spirals of negation entailed by dialectical thinking. The parasite’s paradox cannot be reduced, transcended, or overcome. It serves as the condition of possibility for relation, which the parasite simultaneously incorporates and disturbs, precisely because relation is both necessary and disturbing. Living entails vulnerability—as Haraway put it, “life is a window of vulnerability”—so we might say that through the parasite we personify this paradox. Yet when bioscience names the parasite as the “cause” of infectious diseases, it excludes or forgets the parasite’s paradoxical nature, which allows it to exclude or forget those relations—especially the political and economic ones—that also rank among the effective causes of epidemic disease.

When scientists say that viruses are “obligate parasites,” then what are they saying exactly? The idea that a parasite is obligated to its parasitism somewhat undermines the premise of the parasite, since its very nature requires it to be the bad guest. Indeed if it has no “life” apart from the life that it “manipulates” through the host’s cellular processes, then it may not be either a good or a bad guest at all, but something more like a symbiont.
The idea that as parasites viruses act within cells to their host’s detriment also belies the fact that all “viral activity” is cellular activity—albeit directed to particular ends. Furthermore, we honestly don’t know that viruses only affect cells deleteriously, since some evidence suggests otherwise. In any case, viruses only “act” (as far as we know) indirectly by acting on the actions of cells.

Yet viral virulence proposes a scalar narrative that confers agency on “a virus” as an originator of intracellular changes that turn a cell’s proper processes away from their pre-scripted aims by offering them a new script—quite literally. Indeed, the notion that viral DNA or RNA overwrites or overcodes a cell’s original patterns of transforming matter and energy and redirects them to its own ends implies an explicit, albeit wayward, authority on the virus’s part. However, as critiques of DNA reductionism have made clear, cells produce and reproduce; DNA does not. What this suggests is that the question of viral agency is probably somewhat more paradoxical than the obligate parasite model implies. For if viral activity actually names the ways cells function, albeit to viral ends, it may require us to revise our oppositions of subjects and objects, or hosts and parasites, to encompass the multiple levels of actors and actions that coincide within this cellular nexus.

To account for this confusing situation, some researchers have recently proposed the idea that when viruses begin to modulate cellular processes to their own purposes (if such a concept even applies), they form “viral factories” that “induce a recruitment of organelles, usually to the perinuclear area, and build a new structure that functions in viral replication, assembly, or both.” The notion of viral factories introduces a bit of a twist to the parasitic narrative: the bad guest now can become the bad capitalist who organizes a “hostile takeover” and “exploits” indigenous production systems. Despite these potential metaphoric infelicities, the image of the viral factory does nevertheless introduce a new set of possibilities for imagining how viruses “exist,” or at least for indicating that viral ontologies cohabit with—and within—political ontologies and that decisions about one constitute decisions about the other. Furthermore, it suggests that organisms might be both corporeal and corporate, that their singularities might entail multiplicities working together, that the one and the many may coincide: “The ‘virus factory’ comprises the structures that are involved in the replication and assembly of various viruses in the infected cells. They consist of complex assemblages of viral elements combined with recruited cell components, in particular membrane fragments.”

The “complex assemblages” that viral factories articulate manifest a different style of parasitism than the viral invader. (Although if we fuse the two we might end up with something like the virus as a “terrorist assemblage,” which does seem to capture the ethos of much current discussion
about emerging viral diseases.) In their factories, viruses organize and reorganize cellular production and reproduction. They introduce new production plans; they combine cellular apparatuses; they “recruit cell components.” What they do not do is appropriate the host’s property by making it their “own.” Instead, at the cellular and molecular levels, they confuse the categories of property, of ownership, of propriety, of self and other. Indeed, perhaps what we have come to call the virus, the “obligate parasite” that was a parasite before it was a virus, takes the place of this confusion. Or maybe it is the “place” that this confusion takes. Given how much remains obscure about viral existence, we might need to recognize that “the virus,” whatever it may “be,” acts as a political supplement to our ways of imagining living beings as individuated entities.

In its official guise as obligate parasite, the virus naturally shores up the contradictions between the one and the many that epidemic diseases necessarily disclose by filling the space of this contradiction with its particularity. As Jacques Derrida asks: “Whether viewed from close up or from far away, does not everything that comes to affect the proper or the literal have the form of a virus (neither dead nor alive, neither human nor ‘reappropriable by the proper of man,’ nor generally subjectivable)?”50

The “form of the virus” does not here refer to the viron with its protein capsid and lipid envelope—in fact in this instance Derrida refers primarily to “computer viruses” (even while recognizing the “AIDS virus” as its contagious cognate). Rather, he suggests that the viral form derives from and plays on the effects (or affects) it induces in the place of the “proper or the literal.” It “takes place,” jumping across different scales and discourses from hardware, to software, and to wetware, whenever and wherever propriety or literalness tremble. Conversely, anything that rends the proper human scale—especially insofar as “the human” appears to take place properly within the scalar narrative we call “the body”—can assume the viral form. This is one reason the virus could be a parasite before it was a virus: it was also a form before it was a virus.

Insofar as it is a form, the form of the virus contains the form of a paradox—the form of anything material does. Since Aristotle introduced hylomorphism into philosophy, the being of the world has been commonly parsed into form and matter. A thing is what it is, say a brick, because it is made out of something (mud) and assumes a particular form (a rectilinear mold). The former represents its potentiality and the latter its actuality. Yet as Gilbert Simondon’s wonderful critique of hylomorphic duality indicates, this parsing completely ignores at least one other essential ingredient, one that this account conceals as inessential: the energy from the kiln needed to enable the mud in the rectilinear mold to assume the form of the brick.51 Or, in Simondon’s terms, it neglects the “preindividual” in which “form, matter, and energy preexist in the system.”52 If you tell a story in terms of
bricks, then you can “forget” the energy—as well as the labor—as well as the place that the mud comes from—as well as the other animals and plants displaced by the kiln and the aggregations of humans needed to run the kiln—as well as the trees or the coal needed to fire the kiln . . . but you get my drift. In terms of telling a scalar narrative, the formal paradox facilitates a high degree of truncation. It contains within itself more than it says. It allows you to stop the plot when you get to the unit that you deem most essential, thereby foreclosing the need to consider whether this “essential form” is truly essential precisely because the unrecognized “inessential” secreted within it disappears.

Of course in Derrida’s view, nothing is essentially essential, and that is why he says “deconstruction happens,” in the way that shit happens—or indeed in the way that we might say that viruses “happen.” The paradox of form is that if it applies to matter, that is, if it has been materialized or actualized, then it contains at least two incommensurable modes that take place together only because other essential dimensions—or scales if you prefer—remain unappreciated. However, this lack of appreciation does not reveal a “natural” or inevitable absence of appreciation, but instead reveals a decision, or an ongoing process of deciding, about where value lies.

The viral form of the story, or the story about the “viral form,” cuts the telling short. It decides which agents are essential and which are not. It enables paradoxes to remain unappreciated as paradoxes and hence not to trouble the narrative’s coherence. In other words, the paradoxical form enables the truncated viral narrative to make sense, to produce and reproduce meaning, to conceive the world in its image.

Coda: Incorporating Viral Paradox

When we tell the story of emerging infectious diseases in terms of viruses, we leave out a lot: especially all the ways “we” are in the world and the world is in us. From the viruses’ perspective, we (humans) are not essentially different from any other cellular beings. Indeed, the problem that zoonotic diseases name is precisely viruses’ indifference to this difference in which we are so invested. Moreover, since viruses are cellular products, through “the virus” we (cellular beings, including the human kind) are actually and actively involved in each other—as the popular shorthand terms swine flu and avian flu both indicate and obscure. In fact, from an evolutionary perspective, this involvement may confer an adaptive resource for future speciation. Unbeknownst to us, our futures may depend on the ways we learn to live with the viruses that take place within and among us—though of course the referent of this “us” would then be up for grabs. Yet this coincidence, literally a co-incidence, troubles us both physiologically and conceptually. If as humans we suppose ourselves
to be distinct, then the emergence of new viral agents, especially those that can jump species and scales, poses multiple threats. Unfortunately, what makes this emergence so interesting to us (humans) is not that it challenges us to think about the complex scalar connections through which we (living organisms) relentlessly weave ourselves into the world, let alone to reflect on the ways our political and economic values deeply inform—and often deform—our vital interests. Instead, our current interest in emerging viral diseases demonstrates that even as we might acknowledge an urgent need to recognize the myriad ways the world hails us and entails us, we continue to maintain our own investment in human particularity as if it were a natural fact.

The recent concern about the pandemic of “swine flu” provides an excellent case in point with which to conclude this essay’s circuitous viral meditation. Since the outbreak of the novel influenza A (H1N1) first claimed public attention in April 2009, both medical and popular attention has focused on the question of its “origins.” The headline in Science declared: “Out of Mexico? Scientists Ponder Swine Flu’s Origins,” since the correlation between origin and containment seemed self-sufficient. However, soon after it was first localized in Mexico, it quickly became apparent that “models of influenza pandemics have shown that it’s nearly impossible for a country to contain an out break of a new influenza virus. ‘You can see that happened in the United States,’ says [epidemiologist Mauricio] Hernández-Ávila. ‘They even found the virus before we did and they were not able to contain it.’” But an uncontainable virus threatens to reveal the paradox that the virus itself contains, so a new container presented itself: the pig.

In the biomedical literature on the origins of the novel influenza A virus, pigs emerge as—to use the highly technical terms—“shelters” and “mixing vessels.” Here the generic pig, or “swine host,” figures as a human-animal-ecosystem interface incarnate. Despite the evidence for “multiple reassortment events” which may have transpired on different continents, the pig hypothetically appears to contain the virus’s origin. Because the pig cohabits both with humans and with birds—though with neither by its own choice, we might note—it provides a fertile matrix for these animals’ viral extrusions to commingle. A virtual incubator on the hoof for avian, swine, and human influenza genomes, the porcine vessel thus appears as a “natural” nexus from which a new and potentially deadly influenza A agent emerges.

Of course, the savvy media did recognize that pigs don’t fly, so they quickly identified a possible mediating entity: a Smithfield Foods facility in Veracruz, Mexico. The corporation quickly issued a denial on 20 May 2009, on the industry Web site, MeatInternational.com, and after another
round or two of accusations and demurrals, the issue dropped, since in
terms of the origin question the mystery seemed pretty much solved. If not
this feed lot then another one; if not this pig then that one, since “the virus”
is what most interests us. However, this version of the story occludes a few
significant facts: for example, pigs do not naturally inhabit feedlots—or
barnyards for that matter. And feedlots do not constitute the only way to
raise pigs, though they do provide excellent ways to breed new bacteria and
viruses. How might the relations among pig factories, virus factories, and
other agribusinesses commingle? For example, Michael Pollan has recently
elucidated the connections among the corn industry, cattle feedlots, big
pharma, and the development of antibiotic-resistant bacteria (which evolve
in response to the antibiotics given to cattle because they do not naturally
digest corn). 58 Might not the pig be subject to similar pressures? Moreover,
why was the pig domesticated, and how does this porcine history contribute
to its evolution as a “mixing vessel”? Might we not need to inquire into
how the pig has informed the movements of peoples and technologies, in
the ways that Sarah Franklin has recently done for sheep? 59 Might we not
want to consider, as Susan Squier has, how the shift to the industrial farm-
ing of chickens from home breeding mostly by women (the source of the
colloquial “egg money”) has created not just more and cheaper chicken
nuggets but also opportunities for rapid viral transformations? 60

Asking such questions does not mean that viruses don’t matter. Au
contraire. However, if we do not ask these kinds of questions, the form
that we ascribe to the viruses’ materiality too often enables us to forget,
for example, that pigs do not fly—though of course humans have learned
to, prosthetically, and we carry viruses with us. In order to apprehend the
paradoxical politics of viral containment, we need to appreciate that we
are paradoxical beings, along with all other life forms. Our vulnerability
and our vitality coexist. If we try to negate the former, we are likely to
negate the latter, as the history of smallpox suggests: after all, how did the
first “naturally occurring” viral disease that humans eliminated become
the most deadly bioweapon in existence? How we think about viruses and
how we think about our vulnerability matter to each other. Insofar as we
fancy ourselves as autonomous individuals, aggregated into populations,
we misrecognize a few essential facts as inessential. Population thinking is
fine for answering some questions, but not all—and probably not the most
vital ones—since population only calculates in terms of whole numbers. 61
Population cannot encompass gradations and relations between units;
however, life can and does all the time. What the virus’s trickster nature,
its paradoxical form, its particularity can remind us of is that such grada-
tions and relations truly matter. In other words, we need to think of viral
epidemics in terms of how we narrate scale, since that is how we account
for the ways in which living takes place in time. Whatever our political
and economic ideologies try to tell us, then, the paradoxical politics of
viral containment says otherwise: for what the viruses show—and what
we might need to learn—is that scale undoes us one and all.
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